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Perfect for babies and toddlers, this sturdy board book features a wide variety of trucks from â€˜big

rig' to â€˜snow plow'! With bright, easy-to-turn pages and a new vehicle on every page, this book is

perfect for the youngest truck-lovers. The combination of colorful pictures and simple words will help

to build your child's vocabulary.
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My 16 month-old son LOVES this book! I will not hear him playing with his toys in his playroom, go

peek in on him, and there he will be, sitting transfixed in front of this book, flipping through the pages

and mumbling, "vroom! vroom!" to himself. If your child loves trucks or tractors, get them this book!

My husband takes our son for rides on our tractor & lawnmower all the time, and this is his (my

son's, not my hubby's) all-time favorite book!

We've had this book (along with a couple other Bright Baby books "Aminals" and "First Words") for

quite a few months and my 20 month daughter stills loves them all. She enjoys paging through the

book to find what we've asked for. These books are a good size for small hands, making them easy

to carry and turn the pages. The pictures are real, clear, and colorful on primary color backgrounds.

Some of the larger vehicles take up two pages. The only other thing on the page is the name of the

object (black letters in a kid-like font).I get a kick out of asking her to find the "car transporter" or

"airport fire engine". She squeals every time we're in the car when she sees an actual "car



transporter".

This book is IDEAL for young kids who are obsessed with trucks (like my son). I love the Bright

Baby books; they are a great, compact size and easy to pull out in restaurants, on airplanes, in the

car, or to read at home. This book has kept my son occupied on a couple of airplane flights, and is

our go-to for bringing to restaurants in case of boredom. I like that these are real photos of trucks,

which seems to keep his attention for longer. Would also highly recommend Trucks by Byron Barton

as a compliment to this book! Similar size and lots of drawings of trucks.

This is one of his favorite books. This isn't just a tractor and pick-up truck kind of book. There are

trucks in there I haven't even heard of before. When we go places he automatically recognizes them

from this book. And will imitate the noises the trucks make when he "reads" the book. Hardcover is

good too since he's so rough with his books and I have to replace them often. This one is holding up

really well.

Our son loves trucks and he is a big fan of this book. There are real photos of the trucks, which is a

nice touch. It is simple enough that he can sit and "read" it himself and turn the pages. Use some

imagination when reading to your kids, people (for those complaining there is no real story). This is

a good book for that.In fact, our son loved this book so much he took it in the tub with him...we

noticed and rescued it...it dried out nicely with little to no warping. So this book will survive a bath!

Nice to know.

We had to buy this twice. Our son loves it so much we read it over and over and he carried it with

him everywhere, eventually wearing the first copy out. Great bright pictures and words. We love

pointing out the trucks from the book when we see them out and about.

Great small book for my 14 month old truck obsessed son. The size makes it great to keep in the

car and can be easily carried into appointments or restaurants to keep my little guy occupied. I'd

much rather him page through a book than shove my smartphone in his face at every turn.Nice

colorful pictures. Some of them familiar from other Priddy books we have, which is fun to have him

recognize trucks from other books.

A great simple book for my 1 year old son. He loves to look at the pictures while riding in his car



seat. Keeps him entertained which is a huge plus.
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